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A LOCAL WEYL'S LAW,
THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION AND MULTIPLICITY

OF CUSP FORMS ON PRODUCT SPACES

JONATHAN HUNTLEY AND DAVID TEPPER

Abstract. Let Y\ßf be a finite volume symmetric space with %? the product

of half planes. Let A, be the Laplacian on the ¡th half plane, and assume that

we have a cusp form <f>, so we have A,</> = X¡<f> for i = 1, 2, ... , n . Let

A = (Ai,..., An) and let

R = \/>-\ + ■ ■ ■ + r2„

with rj + j = A, . Letting r = (ri.rn), we let M(r) denote the dimension

of the space of cusp forms with eigenvalue A. More generally, let M(r, a)

denote the number of independent eigenfunctions such that the r associated to

an eigenfunction is inside the ball of radius a , centered at f. We will define a

function f(r), which is generally equal to a linear sum of products of the r¡.

We prove the following theorems.

Theorem 1.

\(\ogR)»J

Theorem 2.

M(r,A) = 2"f(r) + o(^L).

1. Introduction and statement of results

In recent years, the theory of automorphic forms on higher rank spaces has
attracted much interest. Often, however, rank one arguments are modified, and

little use is made of the fact that one is in the higher rank case. In particular,

often the entire ring of invariant differential operators is not considered. In

this paper we exploit this fact and give new results on the multiplicity and

distribution of cusp forms on products of upper half planes. These results may

also be reinterpreted as theorems for Hilbert modular forms for real extensions

of Q. The proofs in this paper use the Selberg trace formula in the form

developed by Efrat [Sel, El]. Similar complementary results, using radically

different techniques but following the same basic philosophy, may be found in

[Hu]. We now begin to state our main theorem. On the rank n symmetric

space generated by n half planes, the ring of invariant differential operators is
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generated by n Laplacians acting on each half plane. We will assume n > 2,
and that our cusp forms are automorphic with respect to an irreducible discrete

group. We denote the space associated with this discrete group by T\ßf with

SfT = H2 x ■ ■ ■ x H2

being n copies of the half plane. Let

(y, x) = (yi, ... , yn , xi, ... , x„)

be the coordinates on <%*, with (v,, x¡) corresponding to the rth half plane.
Let A, be the Laplacian on the ith half plane. We assume that we have a cusp

form <p, so we have A,(/> = X¡<p. Let X = (X\, ... , X„), and let

R=yf,r2 + --- + r£1 t -r '„

with rj + \ = Xi. Letting r = (r{ , ... , rn), we let M(r) denote the dimension

of the space of cusp forms with eigenvalue X, i.e.,

Xi = I + (±r,)2.

More generally, let M(r, a) denote the number of independent eigenfunctions

such that the f associated to an eigenfunction is inside the ball of radius a,

centered at f. We now will define f(r) that will be central in what follows,

and we will also relate this function to simpler functions. The function f(r) is

best defined in terms of an integral. We let

m = V0!ir^f) /    f[(ti - ri) tanh n(U - n)dtx -dtH
(4ff) JB(a) "

with B(a) the ball of radius a centered at the origin. However, it should be

noted that generally f(f) is extremely close to

K(r)=  Y,  C(s,a)R(s,r)
s<èP(S)

with C(s, a) and R(s, r) defined by the following recipe.

Let S = {1,2, ... , n} and jc5. Let a\, ... , a^ denote the elements of

S that are in s and /?■, ... , ßn_k those elements of S not in s. Let

.   voi(rvF) t
(47t) JB(a)lB(a)

■■■\zxUYittßmdtax-dtakdtßi-tßm,

where m — n-k. We let
k

R(s,r) = l[rai
í=i

and
K(r)=  Y, C(s,a)R(s,r).

seP(S)

The function K(r) is generally close to f(r). More specifically, if ró is a point

on the unit sphere, and r - rr0 with r a scalar, then

\f(r)-K(r)\ = 0(e-rf(r)).
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The somewhat artificial definition f(r) is needed to handle the case where all

the r, tend to infinity, but with one of the r, tending to infinity very slowly,

for example at a rate such as log log \r\. Furthermore, it should be noted that

f(r) = 0(K(r)),

so for upper bound theorems, one may use K(r). Lastly, h(r) describes the

lead term for asymptotic theorems and only when the error term is desired is

it necessary to use f(r). It should be noted throughout that f(r) actually also
depends on a. Let M(r) denote the dimension of the space of cusp forms with

eigenvalue X. More generally, let M(r, a) denote the number of independent

eigenfunctions such that the r associated to an eigenfunction is inside the ball

of radius a, centered at r. We can now state our main theorems.

Theorem 1.1. As R —> oo

M(r) = o(  mtt),
'     V(iog*)V

with R = \f\. The implied constant depends on a. Moreover, generally, for fixed

MV'logW     U{(logR)")>

where the implied constant depends on A.

Theorem 1.2. For fixed A

M(?,A) = 2»f(r) + o(J^y

Remark. We will assume r,eR, i.e. X¡> \. The arguments however can be

modified to study 0 < X < \ and similar results follow. The theorem may be

thought of as localizations of Efrat's result, which we discuss below. It can be

shown, using his result, that these results hold on the average. We also develop

estimates if one or more r¡ is zero. This does not follow from average results, or
from Saito-Tate results. (The latter will be described later.) The above theorems
have the following corollaries.

Corollary 1.3.

Corollary 1.4. If r^ is a fixed point on the unit sphere and r = RFq , with R a

scalar, then for A sufficiently large

M(?,A) = cR« + 0(^),

where the constant c depends on the angles (in spherical coordinates) associated

to ró, as well as on A and n .

The constant c will be discussed later. In particular, we find that if r is near

the diagonal, c approaches its maximum, and as r gets near an axis, c tends to

zero. We will make this precise later. It is interesting to note that, when n = 2,

the direction that gives the most cusp forms (i.e., r0 on the diagonal) is also
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the direction that corresponds to cusp forms that are lifts of cusp forms on the

half plane. Of course as the results show, these cusp forms correspond to a very

small fraction of the cusp forms we are counting, as the lifted cusp forms are

~ aXxl2 (see [Ku]). It is likely that Theorem 1.1 holds in more generality. For

example, it is possible that a similar theorem can be shown for a ß-rank one

symmetric space. Theorem 1.2, however, may not always hold. To deduce this

theorem, one needs detailed information about the Eisenstein series. It should

also be noted that the somewhat complicated nature of the statement of the

theorems (i.e., the introduction of f(r)) is only needed to obtain the precise

behavior of our counting functions (such as M(r)) when one of the r, is small.

In §2, we give additional definitions, and then present the trace formula in the

form that we will use it. We also state several estimates that will be of later

use. In §3 we prove our theorems. We close the paper by studying the angular

distribution of cusp forms and end the introduction by contrasting our results

with other results.

In his thesis [El] (see also [E2]), Efrat shows, with the above notation, that if

N(R) denotes the number of independent cusp forms with Laplace eigenvalue

less than R2, then as R -> oo , we have

In [Hu], Huntley considers the case of a product of r hyperbolic spaces, of

possibly different dimensions. If n is the dimension of the product spaces, he

shows that
M(r) = 0(R2"-r).

When all the spaces are hyperbolic planes, this radius reduces to M(r) = 0(R"),

which is slightly worse than our estimate. The techniques used are radically

different. Roelcke's method [Ro] for establishing quotients is modified and

certain facts from the geometry of discrete groups are exploited.

2. Notation. The trace formula and preliminary estimates

In this section we present the notation that we will use throughout the paper.

We complete some of the definitions introduced in § 1 and we introduce a version

of the trace formula together with several estimates. All of this material is

known and except for notational changes can be found in [El]. We have already

introduced ^, (x, y), A,, X, r, and R. More precisely, T is a discrete
cofinite, irreducible subgroup of the group of isometries of ^.

In this case T has a finite number (c) of cusps. A cusp form is a function

<f> G L2(ryF) such that

(i) Ai<p + }.i<j> = 0,
(ii) <p vanishes in all cusps.

To introduce the trace formula, let g G Cq°(í?") be even and real, and

let h = g, its Fourier transform. We thus have that h is even, of Schwarz

class, and, by the Paley-Wiener theorem, may be extended to an entire function

satisfying the growth condition

h(z) = 0(e"W),
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where a is the radius of the smallest ball containing the support of g. The

trace formula is an identity between several terms. Let r} be such that X,- is
an eigenvalue for (X\, ... , Xn), as in the introduction. The first term is

(DS)

The second term is

4n EE. i _._,j—t
i=l meZ"

M-l n-l

h ( Í+B^m^i,,-,,, ... , t + TlYmqen,i,q
q=\ q=\

(CS)

+ ̂ (0,0,...,0)Tr<&Q,o)

dt

The sum of these two terms constitute the left (spectral) side of the trace for-

mula. The functions <£,•_,• are the entries for the scattering matrix O associated
with the space, i.e., the terms in the functional equation for the Eisenstein series

[L-P]. The numbers e*,,-,, depend on T but not on h. They are parameters of

the lattice T. We now describe the right (orbital) side of the trace formula. To

do this, one collects the elements of T in terms of conjugacy classes. We have

the identity, the parabolic classes, the hyperbolic classes, the elliptic classes, and

the mixed classes. Since we do not need the full trace, we present only what

we need. We state the result as a sum of terms. Throughout the discussion

dx = dx\ ■ • • dxn , etc.

(ID)

(Pg)

(Ph)

voi(ryr)

(4

v\%f\ f°°      r°°
/     •••/    cri •••cr„ • tanh(7t(Ti) •••tanh(^cr„)/?(fj)c7f5:,

"■) J— oo J-oo

/oo g(x,0,...,0) + --- + g(0,...,0,x)dx,
-oo

/OO /*C

-oo J — <

P(l + iffl)
+ +

r'(i + /o-„)
h(5)da.

T(\ + iOi) r(l+Z<7„)

These terms correspond to the identity and parabolic conjugacy classes. Actually

for each cusp, the terms (Pg) and (Ph) exist. All of the other terms may be called

compact contributions, and all of them contain only the function g, not the
function h . We call the sum of all these terms (G). The following estimate of

these terms will suffice for our purposes.

Proposition 2.1. Assume in addition to the previous assumption that 0 < g(x) <

A, and the support of g is contained in a ball of radius B centered at the origin.

If we denote by Tv((g)) the contribution to the trace formula of '(G) and (Pg)

then

(2.2) (Tr(g)) = 0(AeaB)

with a depending on the group.

Proof. This is an easy modification of an argument that appears in [El, p. 152].

Next, we give a proposition that estimates the size of the scattering matrix.
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Proposition 2.3. Let <p(s, m) = det[<pij(s, m)]. We have

-<t>'(\ + it, ±m)

(j>(\ + it, ±m)
(2-4) l\2.'",r.'"J « (log|i| +^)2

where em depends on m but not on t.

Proof. This is found in [El, p. 142].

Remark. One can show, for very general groups, that =$- > 0. This follows

from the general theory of Eisenstein series and is really the fact that the con-

tinuous contribution to the spectral measure is nonnegative. Proposition 2.3,

however, strongly uses the fact that the constant term of Eisenstein series can

be written in terms of zeta functions attached to number fields. Previously, we

defined M(r). Let N(R) denote the number of independent cuspidal eigen-

functions <p with R,p < R, with R^ the value of R associated to <j>.

Proposition 2.5.  N(R) = 0(R2n).

Proof. In [Dl], this result is shown in great generality using estimates for a

modified heat kernel. It is also proved in [El] as the first step in deriving Weyl's

law. For this case it can be proved by elementary means as in Lax-Phillips. In

our case, the word cuspidal may be removed. In general, this is not known to

be the case, although it is known that N(R) has polynomial growth in R, even

if the cuspidal condition is removed from the definition [M]. This is proved in

[D2] for the ß-rank one case. We now have most of the preliminaries that are
needed for the proofs of our theorems.

3. Main theorems

First we prove Theorem 1.1, after introducing the test functions. Let y/ G

Co°(Rn) be radially symmetric and nonnegative satisfying the following prop-

erties:

(3.1) £(0) = 1,        W(w)>0,

-,    if \w\ < —
2 '   ' - 2

W(w)>^,    if|to|<T,

(3.2) 1 3
V(w) < » ,    if \w\ > -A.

We begin the proof by first fixing a point f with r, > 0. We remark that if this

is not the case, we can reduce ourselves to a lower-dimensional problem. We

now define the appropriate test functions. Let e > 0 be a small real number.

We define g and h by

0.3)        *<«,_£ r(ia±äal.
,,_LI V

(wn + ßnrn)

(3.4) g = h.

The main point is that h is approximating the characteristic function of 2"

balls. We can describe g more explicitly by

(3.5) g(x) = (iyf[{ct*2KriXl)v (^j .
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Clearly, to estimate the number of eigenvalues in a ball of radius e around r,

it suffices to estimate J2n(ñ, which we now do using the trace formula. Our

first step is to control the g terms.

Proposition 3.6. The above function g is such that the contribution from the
terms in Tr(g) is 0(eneale).

Proof. The function g(x) oscillates so we may not apply Proposition 2.3 di-

rectly. However, we may rewrite this as the sum of a smooth nonnegative and

smooth nonpositve function. We may apply the proposition to each of these

and the bounds on the maximum absolute value and the support are clear.

We now estimate the h terms. First, the (CS) term is negative. However, we

shall need, and provide, a more substantial estimate later. We next estimate the

(Ph) terms. This may be thought of as a sum of terms, all of whose contributions

are similar.

We will estimate

|3'rr...f3|±^f(!B^.^)*r.i»„
J-ooJ-oo     y-^m + iu),)     V      « e      /

When j' ± 1, the change of variables Wj + rj —> Wj yields

J-ooJ-oo     J^^T^ + iWi)     \      e ej

From well-known estimates, we have

T'(l + it)

m + it)«{l+log(2 + i)}

we thus have that (3.8) is overestimated by a constant times the sum of two

terms:

<-'    TjC-jOC^.*)** •■■**
plus

/oo />oo /

•••/     log(2 + w,)^(
-oo J—oo \

,...,—- } dwi ■■■ dwn .
e e

It is clear that (3.9) is 0(1) and (3.10) is O(logri). We now estimate (ID). As
before, there is no loss in generality in writing (ID) as a sum of terms:

(3.11) (LD) = Ç(ID(Â0),
fi

where fi is a vector consisting of ± 1, and where we have

/OO |*00

■•• /    Wi •tmh(nwi)---wn-tanh(nwn)
-oo J — oo

• y)^+^\...,{Wn+^rn)ywx...dwn.
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We estimate one term, using some standard changes of variable. All the other

estimates are similar. Consider the term with fi = ( 1, 1, ... , 1 ) and call it

(ID+),so

/OO />00• • • /    W\ • tanh(7tu;i) ■ • • w„ • ta.nh(nw„)
-oo        J—oo

„. ((w\ +r.) (w„ + rn)\
•Vi-—-—-, ••• , -—-—-J dwx--dw„.

As | tanh(x)| < 1, this is overestimated by a constant times

/OO      /»OO /»OO

■cx>J—oo        J—oo

~ f(wi +r{) (wn + rn)\
' V   -—;—-> • • • > -—:—-   dwy- dwn.

(We actually only need this fact to prove the corollaries.) We make the change

of variable (w¡ + r¡)/e —► w¡, giving us the integral

(3
/OO i»0O

••• /    (ewi - ri) • ■ • (ew„ - r„) > \p(wx, ..., wn)dw{---dwn
-oo        J—oo

This integral is clearly 0(enf(r)) with f(r) the sum of all monomials such

that each individual r,■, r = (r,■, ... , r„), is of degree one, as described above.
Also if R is as above, we have f(r) = 0(R"). We combine all of our previous

estimates in a proposition.

Proposition 3.16. M(r, e) - 0(enf(r) + ea'e • en).

Now let e = alo' R . This gives

M(r  s) = o(J¥L_+e°W>_l—) = o(™ + R)
M{r'e)     U\(logR)"+e (\ogR)"J     U\(\ogRr)-

From this construction of f(r), it is clear that this is

m
< (logiî)V '

thus proving Theorem 1.1. Furthermore, by combining spheres of this size, we

obtain the following corollary.

Proposition 3.17. If M(r, ß, t) denotes the number of independent eigenvalues
in the spherical shell centered at f with inner radius ß and outer radius x, then

4--(¿)-)-(a)-(¿)-
Proof. We need (logJ?)" 1 spheres of the type in the proof of Theorem 1.1 to
cover the spherical shell. The implied constant, of course, depends on A .

We now prove Theorem 1.2. We want to put in the trace formula character-

istic functions for the balls of radius A centered at the 2" points fir, where

fi is a vector with n elements all being ± 1 and

fir = (ßxrx,..., ßnrn).
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If such a function could be chosen for h in the trace formula, we could es-

timate the number of eigenfunctions, because if %(t, f) denotes this sum of

characteristic functions, then

(3.18) ÇM(/2r,^) = Ç/(r,r)
fi t

with t running over the eigenvalues. Of course, we cannot do this. We must

first smooth out the function. Also, it is convenient to let %(f, r) denote the

characteristic function of the ball centered at r. We now define the actual
test function. Let y/ be the Schwarz class and assume that y/ is compactly

supported. Furthermore, assume that ip(0) = 1 and that both y/ and y/ are

positive and radially symmetric.

Definition 3.19. Let
w(-)

so <pe(w) = ^(ettl). Furthermore, let

h(x,r,e) = x(x, r)*y/t(x).

This gives

g(x, r, e) - (5)" cos2nriWi ■ ■ ■ cos2nrnw„x(w)y/(w).

It is h , not x > that must be inserted into the trace formula. We must first see

how well h approximates x ■ It is also convenient to let h and g denote h

and g as above, except with x replaced by % ■

Lemma 3.20. If B(a, r) denotes the union of the balls of radius a, centered at

fir, and if B(a, r) is the ball of radius a centered at r, then

(3.20Í) \x(t, r) - h(t, r, e)\ = O í(1~j!~r1)j

if ÍG B(A(l -e),r) or x G B(A(\ + e), rf n {r, > 0} , and

(3.20Ü) \x(T,r)-h(T,r,e)\ = 0(l),

otherwise.

Proof. We will consider \x(t, r) -h(t, r, e)\. The actual result is then simply

a sum of similar terms. By changing variables, we have

\x(t, r) - h(t, r, e)\ = \x(t- r, 0) - h(t- r, 0, e)|.

So let

(3.21)

\x(x,0)-h(x,0,e)\

= \[ [X(x-y,6)y/e(y)-x(x,6)]dy
\Jr»

= 1/ [x((x-y),0)we(y)-x(x,6)y/e(y)]dy

«/ \x(x-y,Ö)-x(x,Ö)\Ve(y)dy;
Jr"
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from this relation, the lemma follows. The point is that the integrand usually

is zero.

Lemma 3.22.

Ç M(fir, 1) - Ç h(t, r, e) = 0(ef(r))
fi t

with, as before, t being summed over the eigenvalues.

Proof. The following holds:

Y M (fir, l)-£/*(f,r,e; <X>(f, r)-h{t, r, e)\
t

« £ |*(f, r) - h(t, r, e)\.

Let Ei = B(r, A(\ - e)), E2 = B(r, A(l + e)), F be the closure of E\ n
{r, > 0} , and G = E2C\F . Define Q2 to be the set of x that parameterize an
eigenvalue with x G E2. Let Qi be the analogous set for F, and let Q3 be

the analogous set for G. Now let

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

then

(l-|*-r|)

\x-r\-l)

^ |je(f, r) - Ä(f, r, e)| « (X + Y + Z)

Now, we estimate each of these individual terms. Without loss of generality we

may assume that e = j , where P is an integer. We have

p

(3.26) B(r, A(\ - e)) = [JA(r, je, (j + \)e),
1=0

where

A(r, je, (j + l)e) = {w : je < \w - r) < (j + l)e}.

In each annulus there are 0(ef(r)) eigenfunctions. Summing these, we see that

(3.23) is majorized by a constant times

(3.27)
;=i  J

To estimate (3.24) we write F as the union of the annulus centered at r with

radii A(\ + e) and 2A, and the set B(f, 2A)C restricted to the first quadrant.

The sum over eigenvalues in the annulus is handled by writing it as a union of
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smaller annuli and proceeding as before. To handle the second sum (that over

eigenvalues in B(r, 2A)C), we write this as a union of annuli of radii A(2 + je)

and A(2 + (j + l)e). We then see that the expression is

To estimate (3.25) is obvious and the lemma follows.

This lemma implies that up to an error of 0(ef(r)), we have

(3.28) J]/i(r,r,e) = M(r,^).
t

We now estimate these terms. First consider the (G) and (Pg) terms. To do

this, we write g as in Proposition 3.1:

(3.29) g(w , r, e) « y/(ew).

From this, as y/ is bounded and the support of y/ is contained in a ball of radius

1/e, we have that the contribution of these terms is 0(eal£). By choosing

e = ^^ , we have that these terms give a contribution to 0(Rxl2). Note that

no matter what r is this is 0(f(r) ) and that \ can be decreased to any

k > 0,  and that the expression is also 0(¡^) ■ We thus in the sequel choose

e = l^£ . We next estimate the parabolic terms containing h. An argument

very similar to that used for the parabolic terms in the proof of Theorem 1.1

gives that these terms give a contribution that is

0(1 + log*) = 0(i£|).

We now estimate the contribution from the continuous spectrum terms. Ob-

viously h(6) is bounded. Thus, we must study the integrals. It is sufficient

to study h. It is also clear by construction that the contribution of h with
\w - r\ > 2 is uniformly bounded. Also, h(w) < 2 always holds, so we may

overestimate (up to a constant) the integral by letting h(w) = 0 outside of this

range. We may also assume, without loss of generality, that T\ is the greatest

r¡-

It is known [El, E2] that not all of the Yl™=\ mqeP,q are 0I" the same sign.

From this, a change of variable, and the spherically symmetric nature of the
part of h that we are considering, we have after a little manipulation that the

integral under consideration is bounded by a constant times

Y    /   SSl~tu [2 + it~iri> m)(t>iJ (y -it + iri> -mj \dt
e'm€B(l)J-1 j=lj=\   l V ' V n

with em maximal in the sense that its absolute value is maximal. This expres-

sion is

° ( E /   -V (\ + h - ¿r> > m) * (\ + U - ""' >m\dt\= 0((logR)2).
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Therefore, we have that the (CS) term is 0((log.R)2) and in particular is

VogR,

We now consider the identity term. We rewrite this term as the sum of

(3.32i) /      ~[{tj-tanh ntj}dï
Jx(t)j=l

and

(3.32Ü) Í  I h(t) - x(t- r) f[ [tj • tanhntj] \ dt.

We first estimate the second of these two terms. The first will be the lead term.

Once again it is sufficient to estimate one of the balls. So for B(f, A) we write

the integral as the sum of three integrals. Letting w(t) denote the suitably

restricted integrand in (3.32Ü), we write this as

/   w(t)dt=  f w(t)dt+ [ _ cw(t)dt
,, .., ./R» JFeB(r,A(l-e)) Jt€B(r,A(\+e))C
\J.Di) .

+ / w(t)dt.
JteB(r ,A(\-e))nB(r ,A(\+e))cn{r¡>0}

The first term is estimated by a constant times

(3.34) e" f -1-ïïdt,
JieB(r,A(i-£)) (I -\t-r\)

which after translating r to 0 and changing to polar coordinates is overesti-
mated by a constant times

To estimate the second term we rewrite it as

/ „ w(t)dt=  / _ w(t)dt
,, 0/:s ^r€fi(r,^(l-£))Cn{r,>0} JÎ€Â{r,A(l+s),2A)
(3.3b)

+ / c w(t)dt
JÍ€B(r,2A)Cn{r¡>0}

the first term is

\t-f\-\)-Ndt
,^(l+£),2^) y

flA

0[f(r)-eN I
\ Jt€B(r,<

Lii+e)1" ̂   "") "   viog^y

ö(-*^(lr-1-1),r(i«+1)-^+1)rf)-0(ö)

= O íf(r)eN r ~Nds\ =0 (ßl)

and the second term is
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It should be noted that this is similar to the summation estimates used earlier.

The third is trivially estimated as is also O(ßßi).

Thus, to conclude the proof, we must show that the first term in (3.32) is

bigger than all of the error estimates. We will estimate

(3.37) /        Itj-tanhntjdt.
Jx(t,ñjJi

We translate this to the origin, giving

(3.38) / T (tj - rj)tanhn(tj - r¡)dt.
h(t,6)j=l

If r, is large, we approximate tanh^í, - rj) by one. If not, we evaluate it

and get a constant. As at least some r, is large, as R is large, we have that the

integral is extremely close to f(r), with the particular lead term depending on

which r, are large. Finally, we sum up the identical contributions that come

from the other balls in the definition of x , and this complete the proof of the

theorem.
We now prove the corollaries and discuss the constant in Corollary 1.4. To

prove Corollary 1.3, merely note that f(r) = 0(R"). To prove Corollary 1.4,

note that if k of the coordinates for r0 is 0, then actually M(r, A) - 0(rn~k)

and so the theorem holds with c = 0. If none of the coordinates are zero, then

as r gets large, it is clear that the identity term gives a contribution of cR" ,
and c depends on A and the precise direction of the unit vector r0 .

We now discuss the value of the constant. As mentioned earlier, if one

coordinate for r0 is zero, then c = 0 (actually one can also make a more refined

analysis). We assume that this is not the case. We know that the identity term

gives the main contribution, and that the integrand in this term can, for the

purpose of giving a lead term when r is large, be approximated by its value

at the center of the balls (of course, all the balls give the same value). We

can rewrite the term in spherical coordinates and approximate the tanh's by

one. Suppose 8 denotes the n - 1 angular coordinates. With this, the point

(x\, x2, ... , x„) may be rewritten as

(Rgi{0i ),..., Rgi(0„))

so

xx---xn=RNg(ë)

with

g(ë) = f[gi(d).i=\
Thus, we obtain

c = 2"Vol(r\X)Vol(^)^i.

The function g(6) is small when any of the angles 6 is small and reaches its

maximum when the angles are aligned so

gx(ë) = g2(d) = --- = gn(d).
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We now consider the case for n = 2. Then,

g(9) = sin 8 cos 8 — j sin 28

c = \o\(T\<r)Vo\(A)-=^,
¿71

i.e., we obtain a Saito-Tate type distribution (see [Ser]).
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